**JEDI Strategic Priorities:**

- **Discovery**
  - Increase in knowledge, reflection & insight on the individual and structural representations of oppression

- **Leadership**
  - Develop leaders to lead with an JEDI lens that explores new perspectives, higher level leadership and responsibility for a long-term JEDI strategy

- **Action**
  - Activate recommendations aligned with JEDI best and better practice to design policies, practices, and strategies consistent with JEDI principles.

- **Accountability**
  - Transparency and consistency in decision-making reflective of a JEDI lens and openness to advance dialogue and designed action

- **Data**
  - Utilize established metrics that will drive improvements, focus and organizational shifts

- **Transform**
  - Standardization of actions that have achieved positive impact both internal and external to the organization.

**Utilize data to forward innovation & investment stability for JEDI**